**RECENTLY ARRIVED**

ABBA - *Voyage*
Adele - *30*
Aldean, Jason - *Macon*
Barnett, Courtney - *Things Take Time, Take Time*
Bullet For My Valentine - *Bullet For My Valentine*
Hanson - *Against the World*
Harding, Curtis - *If Words Were Flowers*
Iglesias, Enrique - *Final Volume 1*
Isbell and the 400 Unit - *Georgia Blue*
Lady Gaga - *Dawn of Chromatica*
Mann, Aimee - *Queens of the Summer Hotel*
Nas - *King's Disease II*
Nelson, Willie - *The Willie Nelson Family*
Plant, Robert - & Alison Krauss - *Raise the Roof*
Rateliff, Nathaniel & The Night Sweats - *The Future*
Ross, Diana - *Thank You*
Seinfeld, Jerry - *Jerry Before Seinfeld*
Silk Sonic - *An Evening with Silk Sonic*
Springsteen, Bruce - *Legendary 1979 No Nukes Concerts*
Stewart, Rod - *Tears of Hercules*
Sting - *The Bridge*
Swift, Taylor - *Red (Taylor’s Version)*
Trippie Redd - *Trip at Knight*
Walk the Moon - *Heights*
Walker, Summer - *Still Over It*

**DECEMBER 2021**

Blakey, Art - *First Flight to Tokyo*
Common - *Beautiful Revolution*
Green Day - *BBC Sessions*
Hillsong Worship - *These Same Skies*
Logic - *Bobby Tarantino III*
Porter, Gregory - *Still Rising*
Shore, Lorna - *... And I Return to Nothingness*
Staples, Vince - *Vince Staples*
Tick, Tick, Boom! Soundtrack
Volbeat - *Servant of the Mind*
Wilson, Brian - *At My Piano*
Young, Neil - *Barn*

**HOLIDAY 2021**

Chenoweth, Kristin - *Happiness Is Christmas!*
Clarkson, Kelly - *When Christmas Comes Around*
Criss, Darren - *A Very Darren Crissmas*
Eldredge, Brett - *Mr. Christmas*
Gaither Vocal Band - *All Heaven and Nature Sing*
Idol, Billy - *Happy Holidays*
Jones, Norah - *I Dream of Christmas*
Pentatonix - *Evergreen*
Perry, Steve - *The Season*
Piston Annies - *Hell of a Holiday*
Tomlin, Chris - *Emmanuel*
Williams, Zach - *I Don't Want Christmas to End*